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Figure 1. Rapid Iron-On User Interfaces constitute a new approach for fabrication of custom textile prototypes in a fast and intuitive sketching-like
manner. By using a handheld ironing tool (A+B) for applying adhesive functional tapes and patches (C-E), the designer can create rich interactive
functionality, drawing from a library of thin and flexible wiring, input and output (D-F) as well as computing components.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Rapid prototyping of interactive textiles is still challenging,
since manual skills, several processing steps, and expert knowledge are involved. We present Rapid Iron-On User Interfaces,
a novel fabrication approach for empowering designers and
makers to enhance fabrics with interactive functionalities. It
builds on heat-activated adhesive materials consisting of smart
textiles and printed electronics, which can be flexibly ironed
onto the fabric to create custom interface functionality. To
support rapid fabrication in a sketching-like fashion, we developed a handheld dispenser tool for directly applying continuous functional tapes of desired length as well as discrete
patches. We introduce versatile compositions techniques that
allow for creating complex circuits, utilizing commodity textile accessories and sketching custom-shaped I/O modules.
We further contribute a comprehensive library of components
for input, output, wiring and computing. Three example applications, results from technical experiments and expert reviews
demonstrate the functionality, versatility and potential of this
approach.

Recent advances in functional textiles and electronics miniaturization are bringing a new generation of wearable user
interfaces that are deeply integrated into clothing and other
objects made of fabric. Their ergonomics, softness, direct
reachability and close body contact, alongside other benefits,
make them an outstanding platform for mobile computing and
interaction. As current research demonstrates, smart textiles
and functional yarns can already have multi-functional properties and offer a rich set of sensing and output capabilities, for
instance to dynamically adapt their appearance [36, 16], light
up [39] or heat [3], store information [9], track and micromanage body movements [13] or even harvest its own energy by
using motion or solar generators [10].
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While these textile innovations are suggesting that wearable
computing devices may hit the market in a not-so-distant future, it remains an open question how to support designers
and technology-enthusiastic makers with fabrication tools to
create, iterate and evaluate functional prototypes at an early
design stage. Unfortunately, the fabrication of textile sensors
and traces on the yarn-level, like sewing, weaving, knitting, or
embroidering, is commonly quite time-consuming and cumbersome when done manually. Automating these processes
requires expert machinery and knowledge typically outside
the realm of a prototyping space. While we do not lay the
focus on creating industrial strength prototypes, our goal is
to accelerate rapid prototyping of smart textiles and to considerably simplify the design process for hobbyists, makers,
interaction and textile designers, including both novices and
advanced users, particularly in the early design stage.
Therefore, we present Rapid Iron-On (RIO) User Interfaces,
a novel approach for easy fabrication of custom interactive

textile prototypes in a sketching-like fashion. Inspired by
the simplicity and versatility of package and sewing tapes
as well as textile stickers and patches, our approach is based
on functional textile adhesive tapes and patches that each
implement a specific functionality. We contribute a handheld
general-purpose ironing tool that combines the dispensing and
bonding of various functional materials into a single, rapid and
consistent process. Our key innovation comprises an additive
fabrication concept consisting of this novel device as well
as tapes and patches that in combination allow to physically
sketch and compose functional electrical circuits and versatile
interface functionalities directly onto textiles.
We start by presenting the concept of sketching with functional
textile materials and the handheld ironing tool. Continuous
tapes can be applied in custom length and shape, to create
circuitry and other line-type elements, while discrete patches
can be used to create components. Flexible composition techniques allow the designer to arrange and layer these elements
to create functional circuits, sketch pre-defined or customshaped I / O modules, and integrate textile accessories.
We further demonstrate that the iron-on approach is compatible
with a wide array of components made of textile functional materials, printable electronics, or with embedded flexible PCBs.
We contribute a comprehensive library of iron-on components
that function as input (e.g., touch, bend, shear force, NFC
identification), output (e.g., electro-luminescent, LED and eink display, haptic and vibrotactile output), wiring (e.g., bus
lines, shielded conductors), energy supply (e.g., solar power
harvesting) and processing (e.g., flexible micro controllers).
We validate our approach in a series of technical studies, expert interviews, and implemented example applications. The
results demonstrate the utility and versatility of our approach,
confirm its ease and rapidity and show that it enables prototyping wearable computing applications that offer rich interactive
functionality.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• A fabrication technique for rapid fabrication of functional
e-textiles that allows to physically sketch and compose a variety of rolled-up, functional materials and modular patches
onto textiles.
• The realization of a handheld ironing tool that enables creating complex circuits, sketching pre-defined or customshaped I / O modules and integrating textile accessories.
• A comprehensive library of components consisting of functional tapes and patches for input, output, wiring, energy
supply and processing.
• Three implemented example applications that demonstrate
how our approach can be conveniently used for the fast and
easy prototyping of wearable computing applications.
• Results from technical experiments and three expert reviews
confirm the technical functionality and investigate design
strategies and usage potential of the approach.
RELATED WORK

Our work is related to toolkits and fabrication techniques for
e-textiles and to research on interactive personal fabrication.

Toolkits for E-Textiles & Fabrication Techniques

Previous research on electronic textiles has investigated several functional materials including conductive, resistive and
piezoresistive yarns, coatings or fabrics to integrate electrical
circuits and I / O modules including stretch [63], touch [47,
55], and pressure [49, 48, 22, 62] input. Depending on the
specific material and intended purpose, different yarn-based
or additive manufacturing processes are required.
Sewing, weaving [4], knitting [24] or embroidering [54] methods aim to incorporate digital functionalities directly into textiles by using functional yarns and threads that seamlessly
merge with the fabric or even create a smart fabric itself. While
the results have a high degree of integration (cf. [55]), machines used in textile industries are typically inaccessible for
designers and makers and often incompatible with low volume
prototyping. They also require specialized skills, knowledge
and production time.
In order to make textile prototyping accessible for a broader audience, some research has been conducted to either contribute
new fabrication techniques for e-textile prototyping or provide wearable construction toolkits. For example, Buechley
et al. [7, 5] introduced LilyPad that allows to easily connect
electronic components with conductive yarns. In addition,
construction toolkits like i*CATch [43], EduWear [35], MakerWear [37], Schnittmuster [41], or BodyHub [50] empower
users to create their own e-textile prototypes by using I/O modules. Finally, computer-aided knitting and design tools like
AdaCAD [26], KnitPicking Textures [31] or Knitting Skeletons [34] have been introduced to reduce design complexity.
As an alternative to e-sewing, Buechley et al. [6] introduced
fabric PCBs consisting of laser-cut conductive fabric and ironon adhesive to integrate traditional electronics and novel textile
sensors. We have taken inspiration from this early work that
laid the foundations for ironing conductive fabrics onto garments. In this line, Perner-Wilson et al. [53] further explore
electrical properties of materials by using craft techniques
to build electronics that emphasize materiality and aesthetics. In addition, research on interactive electronic tapes, like
ShapeTape [29], TouchTape [71] or SensorTape [14], demonstrate how tapes can be utilized to enhance everyday objects.
Interactive Personal Fabrication

Digital fabrication processes are commonly characterized by
sequential workflows where engineers first create a design
and afterwards send their design to a digital fabrication machine. In contrast, interactive fabrication focuses on real-time
control already during the fabrication process and aims to
closely link the designer’s input and the machine’s physical output (cf. [70]). Therefore, several digital fabrication
machines like laser cutters [42], CNC routers [40], thermoforming machines [40], 3D printers [51], special fabric 3D
printers for interactive soft objects [52] as well as embroidery
machines [30] have been investigated. Furthermore, ad-hoc
customization of printed electronic components has been discussed for cuttable multi-touch sensors [45], screen printed
electroluminescence patches [46] and multi-material inkjet
printing approaches [38] that are capable of directly printing
on iron-on material. In addition, LASEC [28] allows to rapidly

laser cut circuits with custom stretchability. Closely related
to our work is also Sketch&Stitch [30], a system that allows
a designer to first sketch the required design with pens onto
a textile while in a second fabrication step a computationally
controlled embroidery machine realizes the design with functional yarns. Our work shares the idea of directly designing
and working on the textile itself. We aim to combine design
and fabrication into a single process by using an additive ironing of functional materials.
THE RAPID IRON-ON CONCEPT

With Rapid Iron-On (RIO) we present a new prototyping principle for e-textiles that allows to physically "sketch" user interfaces in a hands-on manner directly onto textiles. Our
approach builds on functional textile patches, in continuous
tapes or discrete patches, which comprise heat-activated adhesive to be easily ironed onto the base textile. Those patches
are made of smart fabrics and printed thin-film technologies,
offering a rich variety of electronic functions while preserving soft and flexible properties. A new handheld iron tool
allows the designer to rapidly add functional patches, similarly
to making a sketch with a pen. For instance, she can create
conductive traces with desired properties by "drawing" lines
(Figure 5), and can add functional patches for specific I/O
functionality (Figure 3), circuit design, power supply, etc. By
flexibly combining, layering and juxtaposing, she can create
custom interfaces with rich functionality. For difficult-to-reach
regions, ironing with a small-scale iron is also supported.
Sketching with Functional Textile Materials

The idea of sketching functional textile patches on a base fabric
implies some key requirements the approach had to fulfill. In
most cases, patches should match the visio-haptic appearance
of the base material, should be thin, stretchable, robust, and
durably bonded with the textile. In addition to these properties,
textile patches should be available in various form factors,
whether short or long, narrow or wide, curved or straight. For
example, for routing traces that are part of a textile circuit, it is
crucial to support continuous lines of customizable length and
shape. In addition to conductors, other functional elements
also belong to the continuous-line type: linear input elements,
such as sliders or bend sensors, or elements that light or heat up.
In contrast, most other components of a circuit rather exhibit
a fixed shape, mostly well-defined in advance. Examples are
touch or pressure buttons, displays, or matrix sensors. They
need to be freely aligned and connected to conductors.
We therefore propose two types of textile patches that can be
freely arranged on the fabric and simply fixed by using our
handheld RIO tool: continuous tapes and discrete patches.
Continuous RIO Tapes are functional textile patches that are
rolled on spools and can be ironed-on in a seamless fashion
(see Figure 5) in custom-defined lengths and variable shapes.
Designers have the choice of various functional tapes including
simple materials (e.g., conductive fabric, see Figure 4) and
prefabricated component tapes (e.g., shielding or pressuresensitive properties).
Functional RIO Patches are pre-defined in their shape and do
not have the continuous, rollable form factor of tapes. They

Figure 2. Iron-On working principle: A functional textile component
is fabricated using the dispenser (A). When not pressed down, the tape
is slightly lifted above the surface (B). When pressed down by the exchangeable, spring-loaded heating block (E), the tape is ironed onto the
textile (C+A). The cutting blade (D) moves along an actuated leadscrew.

also seamlessly fit into our process of rapid ironing since
they provide compatible properties (e.g., connector pitches).
A RIO patch can be active or passive. Active patches enable
different levels of I / O capabilities, while passive patches serve
as construction material for, e.g., routing or isolating traces.
The synergistic interplay of sketching with continuous tapes
and composing with functional patches (see Figure 3) facilitates a seamless and versatile workflow, avoiding major interruptions that would be caused by changing between tools.
The Rapid Iron-On Tool

In principle, any household iron could be used to ironing-on
tapes and patches. However, it would lack the ease, directness,
and precision of sketching. In order to allow designers to
apply functional tapes and patches in a rapid and controllable
manner, we contribute the RIO tool as a handheld device that
is capable of directly dispensing and iron-bonding materials at
the same time. Due to its slim form factor, it allows to dispense
continuous functional material rolled on spools directly onto
the fabric, similar to the way one sketches with a pen. The tool
also allows to quickly bond discrete patches onto the material
with high precision.
Technically, our prototype (Figure 2, A-E) is based on a springloaded heating block that temporarily pushes (B+C) an iron-on
tape onto the textile and thereby transfers the patch using heat
activation. This resembles the idea of pressing down a marker
pen to draw a line. To achieve a slim form factor and support
precise "sketching", we use a modified solder iron with a
screwable tip that allows to change heating elements (E) and
to adjust heating power when required for delicate materials.
Continuous tapes are rolled onto spools, which can be easily inserted into the RIO tool and exchanged when needed. We built
the RIO tool with two wheel axles such that it can hold spools
(see Figure 2, A). An empty spool on the opposite side takes
the end of the tape (see cross-cut in Figure 2, B). This resem-

Figure 3. A selection of different patch modules showing various pre-manufactured functional multi-layer patches (A) and the application of a smallsized capacitive slider (B-E).

bles how an audiotape moves in-between two spools. Since
tapes consist of iron-on electronics parts that are placed on a
sticky, heat-resistant carrier layer, pushing down the heatingblock with the handle starts the iron-bonding (Figure 2, C).
While moving the device on the textile, the continuous material
is dispensed and ironed-on at the same time. The movement
can be relatively quick, while very fast motions > 5cm/sec
will negatively affect the adhesive and could potentially tear a
tape. Ironing without any motion can damage the tape due to
overheating. The maximum tape radius and length is currently
defined by the wheels (r=12.5mm). However, tapes could also
be placed on an independent axis above the wheels to support
larger tapes and other form factors in future device iterations.
In order to steadily feed the device, we devised with a tape
winding mechanism that is based on synchronized wheels using timing belts (see Figure 2, A). They also provide a pleasant
rubber grip on the base textile surface which facilitates a precise hand-controlled sketching-like movement. Both timing
belts move independently to facilitate angular motions. This
allows for sketching curved shapes within the limits of the
tape material that deforms during curved movement. In order
to support automated tape cutting, we also integrated a micro
DC gear motor with a linear actuator on which we mounted a
small cutting blade (see Figure 2, D). It cuts the iron-on material to the desired length and does not cut the tape’s carrier
layer. A small push-button triggers cutting the tape at a desired
location. All parts of the dispenser tool1 are 3D-printed with
high temperature ABS filament [67] and partly protected with
Teflon heat resistant fiberglass tape.
Iron-On Material Stack

In the following we will answer the questions, what RIO tapes
and patches are actually made of and why they can be easily
ironed on. In principle, each tape or patch consists of three
layers: (1) an adhesive layer to bond it to the base textile, (2) a
functional layer with a wide range of functional and also nonfunctional materials, and (3) a carrier Layer for holding the
layout of the functional material in position until it is actually
transferred to the textile.

surfaces, we add an ultra-thin adhesive layer with all-purpose
glue [27] to the iron-on adhesive.
2 - Functional Layer

Iron-on tapes and patches can contain conductive materials.
We use ultra-thin (110µm) tin, copper or silver plated nylon
fabrics [59] for high-conductance elements (surface resistivity: < 0.02Ω/m). We furthermore use resistive [21] as well as
piezoresistive [69] (5 – 200N; 10 – 2,000Ω) fabrics. For isolating and dielectric elements, we use inkjet-printable textile
transfer film [60]. In addition of using functional fabrics, we
have successfully integrated printed electronics that are inkjetprinted [38] or screen-printed [46] using functional inks (e.g.,
conductive, dielectric, illuminating or thermochromic).
Finally, we demonstrate that commercial flexible electronic
components can be integrated into iron-on tapes and patches.
We demonstrate this for bendable microcontrollers [64], EL
wires or organic solar cells [32].
We understand these raw materials (Figure 4) as dynamic
building blocks and tapes that enable the creation of versatile
custom I/O modules as we will present later. All of our used
materials are representatives of their functional classes and
can be easily extended or replaced with similar fabrics from
other manufacturers (see [58] for an overview).
3 - Carrier Layer

To hold the functional part (e.g., multi-wire traces) of a patch
in position until it is transferred to the textile, we use heat
resistant baking paper that we coated with easily removable
sticky glue [11] (see Figure 3, A for examples). This allows
to safely roll tape designs on exchangeable material spools, to

1 - Adhesive Layer

To bond RIO tapes and patches to the base textile, we use
double-sided iron-on adhesive consisting of thin fusible interlinings [68]. These adhesives are designed for fabric applications and thereby offer strong adhesion, washability and
elastic deformation (cf. [68]). However, their adhesive power
is less strong on smooth surfaces, like on flex PCBs. On such
1 See https://www.imld.de/RIO/

for all technical details and parts.

Figure 4. Different raw materials can be used for various applications.
For instance, a generic transfer (A) can iron-on other materials, isolations (B) can shield or hide circuits, while conductive (C), piezoelectric (D) and resistive (E) fabric can be utilized for traces and sensors.

transfer pre-manufactured tapes or patches without destroying
their layout, and to easily peel it off after ironing (Figure 3, D).
In order to produce functional RIO modules, we first bond the
previously introduced materials with heat-activatable bonding
adhesives and subsequently cut all required tapes and patch
parts using a vinyl or laser cutter.
Composition Techniques

By using continuous tapes and functional patches, the rapid
iron-on approach enables a variety of composition techniques.
Arranging

First of all, designers have the freedom to arrange functional
tapes freely in a sketching-like way. They can be combined
with patches that are simply placed at the required position,
ironed-on and then electrically connected in one stroke. While
tapes can be arranged side by side manually, there are cases
where a certain arrangement is repeatedly needed. For instance, a bus requires multiple parallel traces, or a continuous
bend sensor might be aligned with a visual output tape.
Our RIO tool therefore supports custom tape assemblies that
allow to seamlessly combine tapes side by side. Spools with
tapes of different width and material can be stacked on a wheel
and inserted into the tool (see Figure 1, C). This enables to
iron on all required components side-by-side in one stroke.
Layering

Secondly, our approach supports versatile layering options to
create new functionalities (e.g., shielded traces, multi-layer
circuits or custom-shaped sensors by ironing multiple material
layers on each other ) or to combine existing functions by ironing functional modules one above the other (e.g., combining
visual output and touch tapes at the same position). Since our
materials are ultra-thin and flexible, the capability of layering
is one of the major advantages over existing approaches that
use yarn or threads to isolate or extend conductors.
Utilizing Textile Accessories

Finally, our approach supports iron-on compositions that make
use of existing textile accessories like zippers or buttons. We
introduce the idea of utilizing textile landmarks and physical
accessories by providing suitable iron-on tapes and patches to
enhance textile functions with digital functions in a dual-use
way. For this purpose, conductive textile accessories can be
used as trace conductors by connecting them to a functional
tape or patch. As an example, traces could be literally ironed
to the teeth of zippers to physically bridge traces (see Figure 8).
Another example is the four-way slider button patch using a
cuff button discussed later (Figure 10, A3 and Figure 11, A).

traces or traces with advanced multi-wire, elastic and shielded
properties. We further present methods to create, connect
and delete complex trace designs and realize custom-shaped
sensor matrices using ironing and composition techniques.
Creating Traces
Single-Wire and Multi-Wire Traces

A spool for single wire traces is composed of a straight piece
of iron-on conductive material, laser-cut to a width of 1.75mm,
and affixed onto a carrier layer with sticky glue. The trace
is applied using the rapid iron-on tool (see Figure 5) and can
be ironed with a speed of approximately 2cm/second. We
measure an average conductivity of 0.1Ω/1cm for traces with
a width of 1.75mm. This structure can be easily applied to
almost all adhesive conductive fabrics, of different widths, or
made of other materials (e.g., piezoresistive). We foresee that
these spools and patches may be made commercially available,
similarly to the wide variety of commodity textile crafting
accessories that are already available today.
In addition, the same approach also supports rapidly creating traces that contain multiple parallel wires. For instance,
this is required for connecting resistive sensors (e.g., pressure
or bend) or multi-electrode capacitive sensors like a touch
slider (see Figure 3). To do so, the designer has to select and
load a multi-wire spool (see Figure 6) that contains multiple
parallel conductors instead of just one. Our current implementation of the rapid iron-on device supports spools with a width
of 23mm supporting four wires aligned with a 5.08mm pitch
or eight wires based on a 2.54mm pitch. Due to the textile
substrate and the possible minimal offset during ironing, we
decided to use the 5.08mm pitch as a default for our approach.
Elastic Traces

An important, yet challenging, requirement for textile traces is
their seamless integration into stretchable fabric. We support
stretchability at the conductor-level by incorporating horseshoe pattern designs [23]. These are well-known to considerably enhance the stretchability of metallic conductors.
The RIO fabrication approach is compatible with several approaches: We started by ironing elastic conductor tapes from
a smart textile manufacturer [66] that consists of stretchable
yarns with integrated metallic conductors (Figure 6, B). While
the stretchability and conductivity results are promising, the
overall thickness (8mm) of these elastic traces is quite large.
Therefore, we contribute ultra-thin (110µm) elastic traces that
are stretchable (up to 40%) by using conductive iron-on material that we laser-cut with a horse-shoe pattern (Figure 1, D).

TRACES

The flexibility to create conductive traces of custom length,
direction and shape is a primary requirement. Moreover, traces
are characterized by various additional properties for customization: level of conductivity, number of parallel wires
(e.g., as required for bus systems), presence or absence of
electrical shielding, stretchability and its connector pitches.
In this section, we demonstrate how our iron-on device works
in concert with iron-on trace spools to create basic conductive

Figure 5. To create functional traces, the user has to press the materialloaded RIO device down (A), hold & move the device in the desired direction (B) and finally release the iron to finish (C).

continuous 40 cm long reference trace. For comparison, we
created a second trace of the same overall length, which however consisted of 10 separate trace segments with overlapping
ends, hence 9 electrical connections. Measurements showed
that the resistance of both traces was equal (4.1Ω).
Create Angles and Crossings for Multi-Wire Traces

Figure 6. The rapid iron-on approach supports different types of traces,
offering various design options regarding the number of wires, their
thickness and stretchability.

Isolated Traces

In order to prevent electrical short circuits or unintended bridging caused by textile deformations, isolation tapes (see Figure 4, B) physically insulate and protect traces. Therefore,
we use a commercially available textile transfer films from
skullpaper [60] as isolation material that combines adhesive
properties with a polymer film in a thin (10µm) and flexible form factor. Therefore, isolated traces only add a total
thickness of 120µm on the fabric substrate.
By choosing top-layer materials with appropriate thickness,
stiffness or visio-haptic appearance, the same approach can be
used to cover and hide traces or to enhance their robustness
by mechanically strengthening them. The whole layer stack
is dispensed at once, hence there is no need to add a separate
isolation layer after having created the conductive trace.

To offer easy support for connecting two multi-wire traces
at an angle, our toolkit makes use of dedicated connection
patches. This special patch is made of electrically isolating
material, but contains a slit for direct connection of individual
conductive lines of multi-wire traces. The patch is shown in
Figure 7, B. It is ironed onto an existing multi-wire trace at a
location where it should connect to another one. After ironing
a second multi-wire trace at an angle (Figure 7, E), each of
the parallel wires electrically connects to its counterpart. As a
result all traces are bridged and a highly conductive connection
is established. Connections at a different angle, e.g., 45◦ , are
realized by aligning the connection patch at a different angle.
Reversible, On-demand Connection using Zipper

By integrating iron-on circuits with a zipper, we demonstrate
a reversible connection of multiple conductive lines. Figure 8
shows an example that connects eleven conductive lines of
a detachable LilyPad to a textile circuit on a second textile
patch, which can be attached or detached on-demand. Thereby,
we show how the established principle of electrical slide fastener (cf. [2]) can be fabricated in an easy and elegant way
without the need of large-scale zipper processing machinery.
One of the main rationales behind our implementation is the
surprising finding that some metal zippers (e.g., [25]) only
have a conductive connection to their opposite teeth, while
not to adjacent ones, even when closed. To fabricate an ironon connection zipper, the designer first irons-on a conductor

Shielded Traces

Some textile circuits require electrical shielding of traces,
e.g., for connecting to capacitive sensors or flexible antennas. Shielded traces are made of a stack of conductive
(110µm) [59] and isolating (10µm) [60] fabrics preserving
ultra-thin (350µm) and flexible properties (Figure 4, C).
Connecting Traces

More complex circuits can be readily created by connecting
two or more traces.
Extending Traces

The easiest way to extend an existing trace is to start creating
a new one on top that overlaps with an existing one. Since the
heat-activatable tape adhesives consists of fusible structures
that did not completely isolate the bonded surfaces when melt,
bonded conductive materials will have a strong physical connection without a loss in conductivity. Therefore, the designer
places the dispenser at the required position and moves the
iron-on device in the desired direction. For individual wires,
this method supports straight or angled connections. This approach also works for connecting multi-wire traces, as long as
it follows the direction of the original multi-wire trace.
In a technical experiment we validated the end-to-end conductivity across a connection between traces. We created a

Figure 7. If a user wants to attach an angled connection to existing
traces (A), a connector stencil (B) could be placed above and ironedon (C). Afterwards, our RIO tool could be moved above the stencil (D+E). The front axis previews the tape’s alignment. As a result (F)
all traces are bridged building a high conductive (2.9Ω) connection (G).

patch aligned along the zipper. The patch splits the standard
iron-on pitch (5.08mm) to a larger pitch (9.25mm) that aligns
the conductors to every fourth zipper tooth. We thereby ensure non-shortcircuit connections. As a last step, the required
zipper teeth have to be hooked-up manually by pulling the
fabric iron-on conductors with a slit above the respective trace
lines to ensure good conductivity. To avoid loose contacts, we
added very small solder points at the teeth which strengthen
the connection while not influencing a smooth fastening. This
prototype demonstrates that iron-on circuits can be seamlessly
integrated with commodity fashion accessories.
Bridging Traces

For bridging traces a thin isolation patch or tape (see Figure 4,
B) can be placed at the required position to physically cover
the conductive traces with a non-conductive iron-on film [60].
Deleting Traces

Mistakes happen or prototypes may evolve; hence changes
may become necessary. All of our ironed components can be
peeled off by ironing the parts again, to heat up the adhesive,
and then using a hand or tweezers to carefully lift off the
component. Alternatively to removing a conductive line, it can
be selectively made non-conductive to remove current flow at
a desired location. To do so, the iron is kept at this location
for 5 seconds with a temperature of 250 ◦C. This leverages the
property of the coating of the conductive fabric [59] to loose
its conductivity when heated up to a high temperature.
Sketching Custom-shaped Sensor Matrices with Traces

To show the versatility of our techniques for creating and
connecting traces, we demonstrate a custom-shaped pressure
sensing matrix. Custom-shaped sensors are promising in textile electronics, as they can fit with the non-rectangular designs
of clothing. The sensor is fabricated by applying three layers:
First, the bottom lines of the matrix are created in the desired
size and (curved) shape (see Figure 9, A for an example with
four parallel traces). Next, a flexible dielectric [60] or piezoelectric overlay [20] is added using the corresponding type of
spool (B). Finally, the sensor is completed by sketching the
crossing top lines of the matrix (C). The designer finishes the
sensor by applying an isolation layer. Different types of multiplexed sensor matrices are possible, including multi-touch or
pressure-touch matrices. We demonstrate a pressure-touch matrix using piezoresistive sensing. Therefore, a multiplexed data

Figure 8. Zippers can be used to physically bridge fabrics with reversible
connections.

Figure 9. Pressure-Touch sensing matrix consisting of 4x4 electrodes and
piezoresistive fabric.

acquisition chip (e.g., a 16-channel analog multiplexer [33])
measures the exercised force based on the resistive change of
each electrode allowing to capture the distribution of pressure
in the respective area.
LIBRARY OF COMPONENTS

We now demonstrate the feasibility of integrating various functional textile materials, printed electronics components and
flexible PCBs inside iron-on tapes and patches. This allows us
to leverage on a rich set of established principles for realizing
functional iron-on components for both novices and advanced
users. As selection criteria for identifying suitable iron-on
components, we focus on the material parameters thickness,
flexibility and temporal thermal resistance. We contribute a
comprehensive library of components, both in tape and patch
form factors, that offer advanced support for on-textile input, output, wiring, energy supply and computing. Figure 10
depicts an overview of all components.
Input: Touch, Slide, Bend, Identify, Sense

Capacitive touch input is realized by using a stack of conductive fabric [59] with iron-on adhesive. If required an additional
shielding can be applied, resulting in a total patch thickness of
110 microns. Touch buttons (see Figure 10, A1) are discrete
patches, can be ironed onto the desired location on the textiles
and connected using shielded traces. Slider modules exist in a
continuous tape form factor, based on interdigitated electrodes
(cf. [61]), or as discrete patches of pre-defined size, using a
triangular design with two electrodes [61].
Physical button controls leverage the tangible nature of commonplace textile accessories for input [15]. To demonstrate
the benefits of integrating iron-on circuits with physical accessories, we realized one example: a four-way slider button
patch. It is based on the classical four-electrode (cf. [56])
design (25 x 25mm) with an overlaid moveable conductor that
is commonly used for measuring displacement. The upper,
moveable layer is realized with fabric that is more stretchable
than the lower layer. A standard metallic button for textiles
can be affixed to it, acting as upper electrode and input control.
When touched and moved by the user, the electrodes on the
lower layer measure relative changes in capacitance, allowing
to approximate the direction and extent of movement.
Piezoresistive pressure and bend input is implemented in tapes
and patches that contain piezoresistive fabric [69] sandwiched
in-between two conductive electrodes. The tape has two continuous lines for electrical connection on the left and on the
right. Further commercially available components can be easily integrated into iron-on patches. We demonstrate this with

Figure 10. The comprehensive library of components consists of functional tapes and patches for input (A), output (B), wiring (C), and computing (D).

textile moisture [69] sensors. Measuring the wetness could
be used, for instance, to detect the context like a rainy day or
specific events such as the recognition when a drinking bottle
is leaking in a backpack. Similarly, we augment ultra-thin
NFC tags [44] with iron-on adhesive [68], allowing the user
to simply place the tag and iron it onto the textile.
Output: Visual, Haptic and Shape-Change

In order to explore the possibilities of visual feedback, we
demonstrate the integration of three types of visual output
with different degrees of integration and complexity.
Electro-luminescent wires, tapes and patches offer segmentbased or line-shaped illumination and are very deformable,
offering outstanding textile compatibility. Off-the-shelf EL
wires with welted piping [1] are integrated into the RIO tool
by using an L-shaped iron (see Figure 2, E4). Alternatively, a
flexible EL display could be screen-printed [46] onto a flexible
adhesive tape or patch to create free-form segment displays.
As a second option, conventional SMD-LED tapes can be used.
They offer rich capabilities such as individual addressable,
bright and full-color LEDs, however, they are less deformable.
By using our U-shaped iron (see Figure 2, E2) it is further
possible to iron-on semi-flex LED stripes with partly rigid
components. Therefore, the iron only heats up the lateral edges
of the tape and melts the adhesive to the fabric, preventing the
delicate electronic components to overheat. This is an example
how the RIO approach also allows to integrate semi-flex SMD.
Finally, prior research has shown that e-ink displays have great
potential for use with textiles (cf. [17]). Therefore, we use
bendable e-ink displays [18] to fabricate patches (Figure 10,
B10) that can be ironed and connected with a multi-wire tape.

Besides visual output, the rapid iron-on approach also supports
seamless integration of haptic or shape-changing output inside
a textile prototype.
Thermal output is realized by integrating resistive heating
fabric that heats up (45-60 ◦C) when a low-voltage (~5V[12],
12V[21]) current is applied. It preserves thin, soft and deformable properties. Since the maximum heating temperature
of the patches is 60 ◦C the patch adhesive does not melt.
To realize shape-change, we integrated shape memory alloys (SMA). We combine Dynalloy Flexinol [19] with a
carrier fabric to provide a thin (d = 150µm) and noticeable ( f = 321g) actuation with low current (A = 410mA).
For integrating vibro-tactile output in a slim, deformable form
factor, we use noiseless micro-actuators made from a 0.13mm
thick flexible PCB. We build on the design from Bugeja [8]
and extend it with heat-activated adhesive and a magnetic
counterpart. This realizes a coreless flexible electromagnet,
that can attract or repel a neodymium magnet. With this
combination the designer is able to create either very subtle
punctually sensations or flutter effects of fabric pieces.
Computing: Powering and Processing

We propose to power up a circuit by harvesting solar energy
from the environment. Therefore, we use printed solar cell
tapes [32] that are flexible and can be cut at any location. We
added heat-activatable adhesive to make the tape suitable for
our rapid iron-on dispenser device. Depending on the design,
sketched lines or even rectangle assemblies consisting of multiple lines are possible. Note that it is important to consider
the direction of each solar tape for a positive voltage potential.
The solar cell is connected to the circuit through a charging

Figure 11. We present the three application examples of a Smart Cuff for Business Presentations (A), a Doctor’s White Coat (B) and a Messenger Bag (C).

board with a LiPo battery [32]. While best performance (89V/m; 40-50mA) is achieved when the solar cell is added
to the textile’s outer side, it is worth noting that many nondensely woven fabrics (e.g., cotton) let pass light. This allows
for adding the solar cell on the inner side, making it invisible.
Wireless power transfer through inductive charging is enabled
through iron-on patches with an integrated charging coil made
of conductive fabric [65]. The designer can, for instance,
iron-on a charging coil patch inside a pocket; whenever the
user puts a smartphone with inductive charging capabilities
into the pocket, the textile circuit is powered. Further, ironedon charging coils that are made of conductive fabric enable
the wireless power transfer through an inductive coupling at
a short range. Bidirectional wireless inductive powering in
mobiles (e.g., Samsung Wireless PowerShare [57]) could be
used to power smart garments.
Processing: Our platform supports many microcontrollers.
Arduino LilyPad is frequently used for textile prototypes. For
integrating a LilyPad without sewing, we contribute a patch
that can be zipped onto a textile circuit. It uses the zipper
connection demonstrated. The patch contains one side of a
zipper that connects to the pins of the LilyPad (see Figure 8).
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the versatility of the rapid iron-on fabrication
approach, we used it to implement three example applications
for ubiquitous and wearable computing.
A Smart Cuff (see Figure 11, A) acts as a direct and discreet
input device, e.g., for controlling a slide deck during a business
presentation. It demonstrates how existing garments can be
easily augmented using functional iron-on patches. We used
a four-way button patch from our library of components (see
Figure 10, A3). It realizes an interactive metal button that can
be slightly displaced in all directions and snaps back elastically,
while sensing its position. A four-wire shielded trace is used
for connection.
The second application example is a Doctor’s White Coat (see
Figure 11, B), demonstrating how advanced electronics can be
easily integrated by ironing. The coat helps medical staff to
quickly get access to secured areas by using a sleeve-integrated
RFID patch for quick identification. In addition, it contains an
e-ink patch that can visualize important pager notifications.
An interactive Messenger Bag (see Figure 11, C) demonstrates
how complex textile products with non-planar surfaces can be
enhanced with smart functions. We integrated various smart
functions including interior lights that illuminate when the

bag is open, moisture sensors at the bag’s bottom that notify
its wearer when a bottle leaks, capacitive buttons and slider
controls at the shoulder pad for controlling a music player,
and solar cells for power harvesting. We started by ironing the
solar cells and trace electronics at the belt of the bag. Due to
its linear form factor our rapid iron-on device worked easily on
this substrate. However, some parts of the bag, like its inside,
were more challenging to realize since they did not provide
areas we could easily iron on. Therefore, we turned the blue
inner lining to the outside and were able to apply the entire
moisture sensor with one stroke. Furthermore, the bag lights
up when it is open. For that, we used SMD-LEDs and a bend
sensor that we ironed in the bag.
EXPERT REVIEWS

To gain insights regarding the suitability of the RIO approach
within the domain of textiles, garments and fashion, we conducted hands-on reviews and interviews with professional experts in fashion and textile design as well as textile machinery.
Textile & Fashion Design Experts

Our first expert (P1, co-director of the textile & materials
design department of an internationally recognized French
design university) has both a design and research background
and does interdisciplinary work on textile design, architecture
and new technologies. Our second expert (P2, PhD fashion
design) has expertise in practice-based and design-led research
investigating tailoring. We conducted two semi-structured
interviews that each lasted around an hour. They comprised a
hands-on session with representative samples, material spools
and patches as well as the rapid iron-on device.
First of all, the textile expert (P1) and fashion expert (P2) highlighted the importance of smart garments and its design as a
hot topic. P1 stated that »Companies will open up new markets
for FashionTech« and emphasized that start-up, research and
commercial innovation labs are already working on it. She
stated that future everyday markets will appear and include
smart sports and activity tracking fashion, textile medical products as well as interactive furniture and accessories. However,
P1 also highlighted that textile and shape designers traditionally did not know anything about circuits, programming and
technical challenges: »Electricity is not part of the framework
of our thinking – it is new for us that fabrics became active materials«. Subsequently, we asked how FashionTech prototypes
are currently being realized. Both experts reported that for
interactive garment projects a technician must be in the on-site
team, however, this often slows down the design process since
a common vocabulary and collectively agreed-upon design

have to be brought together. P2 stated that: »Textile & shape
designers and electrical engineers should better work together
– otherwise stupid products will emerge«.

the fabric while delivering traces. Caused by the wheels’ friction, this created a slight material deformation, which is not
desirable for high-end textiles.

In this line, both experts emphasized that the iron-on approach
has a promising potential to empower designers to build their
own design-driven prototypes at an early design stage, allowing them to better communicate their technical requirements
to engineers. P2 commented: »The iron-on roll & patch approach is in-between large-scale production and manual crafting – this makes absolutely sense«. Further, P2 appreciated
the thin and flexible properties and rated the iron-on working
principle as simple, convincing and a familiar manufacturing
process. In contrast, she characterized sewing to be typically
slower and requires more knowledge.

Finally, we discussed several metrics by using a radar chart
with six axes to compare the RIO approach with other e-textile
solutions like embroidery and knitting. As a result, P3 highlighted that the RIO approach has clear advantages along the
axes of production time, required knowledge and costs, is comparable regarding the scope of supported functionality and has
disadvantages in its durability and degree of integration.

However, both experts (P1, P2) underlined the importance
to work from the beginning with final materials to consider
the visual and sensory qualities in the whole design process.
While it was our initial intention that iron-on tapes and patches
support the prototyping process, whereas a final exhibition
prototype would be realized using different technology, P1
proposed to bridge this gap. Therefore, P1 recommended to
include highly integrated and versatile (e.g., different colors)
samples in the kit to provide a preview of the possible degree
of integration and design options.
Further, the experts reported that our kit could be a great
teaching tool for prototyping interactive textile and garments
in classrooms and workshops. P1 commented that it is a
»fantastic toolkit for students of fashion design and textile
design«, requesting an online or offline documentation.
Finally, P2 proposed that non-expert users, such as members
of the maker, crafting and DIY communities, could also use
our iron-on kit to make their own smart clothes. Further, she
suggested using low-temperature heat-activated adhesive to
create temporal sticky designs for special events (e.g., business
presentations or party events) that can be later removed by
washing or repeated ironing.

Discussion and Limitations

Overall, we received positive feedback from the experts for
our concept and its current implementation, however, the interviews also revealed limitations. The interviews confirmed
the need for rapid prototyping tools for smart fashion and textile designers, offering support in an early design stage. We
learned that the designer value the flexible and thin components of our iron-on kit and its versatile application possibilities. However, we also gained insights that textile and fashion
designer would still prefer classical prototypes for final show
garments due to the compatibility with a wider set of textile
materials. Future work should investigate how these can be
integrated with iron-on tapes and patches.
Further limitations of our current realization consist of the
limited curve radius that can be achieved with our current tool
when creating continuous traces. Future iterations can solve
this issue by offering a smaller handheld iron-on dispenser.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

To further discuss our iron-on approach from a more technical perspective, we interviewed a fiber expert (P3, research
associate), working at the textile machinery research institute
of Technische Universität Dresden. He has prior education in
fashion design and a strong background in textile machinery,
textile structures and fiber technologies. The session lasted
one hour. It comprised a semi-structure interview as well as an
interactive hands-on session in which P3 was asked to sketch
conductive traces and apply selected patches by using our
rapid iron-on device.

We presented Rapid Iron-on User Interfaces, a novel fabrication approach for interactive textile prototypes that allows
to enhance fabrics with rich digital functionalities. By introducing rolled iron-on tapes and a rich set of patches, made of
functional materials, thin-film printed electronics and flexible
components, we discussed how a handheld dispenser tool enables rapid fabrication in a sketching-like fashion. With its accompanying comprehensive library of heat-activated adhesive
functional tapes and patches, we demonstrated the technical
feasibility of this approach and its widespread applicability.
We further demonstrated the versatility of our toolkit by implementing applications for ubiquitous and wearable computing.
Finally, findings from an expert review identified benefits, limitations and opportunities for future work. For future work, we
plan to run multi-day workshops in design schools and maker
spaces to investigate adoption and usage practice with textile
students and makers.

P3 stated that he personally knows dressmakers who make
interactive costumes for theatre performances that are either
controlled by hidden trigger cables or triggered by an assistant remotely. He highlighted the promising potential of the
rapid iron-on kit in this context. While ironing-on traces
onto regular fabric worked well, he raised concerns that the
iron-on approach might not be suitable for precious and fine
textiles like silk or cashmere. P3 commented that when used
on stretchable fabric, the iron-on tool tended to slightly stretch
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